
This Dhul Hijjah has been such a memorable time. It was beautiful 
to dedicate all our efforts towards the greater good in helping 

others and doing our best with deeds for the hereafter. We all tried 
to make the most of the 10 most beloved days of the year - the 

first 10 days of Dhul Hijjah - and all of us at MWL were moved by 
the outstanding passion that all of our generous supporters 
showed in providing for people in need. We pray that your 

dedication and deeds are accepted and multiplied and that you 
remain always motivated to move mountains. 

The Blessings of Dhul 
Hijjah are Limitless! 
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In this issue, we wanted to focus on showing you the extent of 
what we’ve been blessed to achieve throughout the past month. 
Feel free to skip ahead to any section that interests you:

Helping the Hopeful
A Trip Around the World
Excellence for Eid Al Adha 
Back to School – a sneak peak

https://mwlimits.org/


Helping the Hopeful 
You fed and clothed so many this Dhul Hijjah throughout the
entire month, and we are so excited to thank you for the vast

success your effort has enabled. We think you’ll be as thrilled to
see these celebratory smiles as we are! 
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e can do together, we cannot do without you. 

Their happiness is heart-warming! 



You’re always there when they need you – and we are always 
amazed. This Dhul Hijjah season, our kind supporters fed, 

clothed, and enabled festivities for hundreds of families in need. 
These communities will never forget the extent of kindness 

shown to them and will continue to benefit for time to come.  
 

Have a look at the beauty your mercy brought to so 
many. 

 

A Trip Around the World 

Bangladesh and Rohingya 
Thousands have had to flee their homes and become 
refugees, seeking sanctuary in camps in Bangladesh. 
These hopeful families are often in need of the basics, 
including shelter, water and food. This Dhul Hijjah, our 
supporters came through for so many of these displaced 
children and their parents by providing them with meat 
and food baskets that brought relief from hunger with 
consistent meals. These kind souls were celebrated in 
refugee camps throughout the holiday. 



We can only achieve with your help – and you always come through! 

Refugees were relieved to receive resources in the form of meat for meals. 

Fueling families with food for festivities is always incredibly rewarding. 



Thousands of hungry families need help – and the opportunity to join our 
efforts remains open. 

Everyone felt blessed this beautiful Dhul Hijjah! 

Jordan

Our outstanding team of staff and volunteers worldwide 
give humanitarian efforts their all – and this was no 
exception in Jordan, where the MWL family worked their 
hardest to provide Udhiyah meat to families and children 
in need in time for Eid. 



Kind workers carefully corralled the animals that supporters had provided. 

Gentleness is guaranteed with MWL. 

Processing meat for donations was made fast and efficient 
by vital volunteers. 



Lebanon

Working together is a beautiful thing! We at Mercy Without 
Limits would like to express our deepest gratitude, as 
always, to the amazing efforts of our extensive team – 
including our sweet staff in Lebanon and India! 

Kids need comfort, and 
our compassionate team 
always accommodates. 

We love what we do 
– and we hope it 
shows in the care 
we take to package 
and provide. 



Supporting is never 
out of season – and 
we’re grateful for all 
of you who join us. 

We distribute and 
deliver no matter the 

weather. 

India

Sweet smiles started the 
celebrations! 



Mothers agonize to provide for their children – 
and we hope to help by relieving hunger. 

Compassion and care are 
essential to helping children thrive. 

Sierra Leone 

Working with widows and orphans in Sierra Leone is 
something our team takes great pride in. We aim to 
provide and empower these underserved populations with 
the means to not only survive – but to grow and flourish. 



Quality and care are essential aspects to 
our cause. 

MWL staff work hard to help 
end hunger. 

Families had feasts in time for 
the festivities! 

Syria

With Eid upon them, our field team in Syria worked with 
urgency and efficiency to ensure all animals were 
sacrificed and the meat was made available in a timely 
manner, in accordance with our faith. Families 
celebrated the holiday with meat on their plates and in 
their fridges – because of the generosity of our donors 
and the hard work of our humanitarian heroes. 
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Excellence for 
Eid Al Adha

Day and night – the MWL team displays 
admirable dedication! 

Working hard toward humanitarian efforts is our honor. 



You brought joy and continue to bring joy, and we pray for 
consistent comfort and happiness in your own lives in return 
for the remarkable difference you make for so many in need. 

Every Eid, Muslims around the world enjoy spending quality 
time with their relatives, indulging in delicious dishes, and 
exchanging gifts with loved ones. We’re thrilled to not only 
have been able to provide food for families – but with the 

compassion and kindness of so many donors and sponsors, 
orphans were given gifts that made their Eid memorable! 

Donations brought variety for the vulnerable. 



The excitement was 
infectious! 

Little ones cherished 
getting to choose their 

favorites. 



We truly adore what we do. 



Eid clothes were 
eagerly anticipated in 
Yemen. 

Do you think the 
fun ended here?



MWL hosted carnivals in different countries. 

Silliness made celebrations even more enjoyable. 



Children and adults alike enjoyed goodies. 

Face-painting is always a hit with little heroes and heroines! 



The moon bounces were popular playgrounds! 

Food, fun and friendly faces made for a fantastic festival. 



Our volunteers are exceptional at spreading warmth and mirth. 

Fun activities were facilitated for little friends. 



Bringing children joy is priceless.
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Every year, Mercy Without Limits is pleased to launch efforts to 
help enable orphans’ education through our Back-to-School 

initiatives. This year we invite all of you to visit our site to learn 
more about what you can do to help facilitate learning and 

empowerment in the underserved communities we work with.  
 

You can also keep an eye out for 
our upcoming emails detailing the 
work we will be doing and how you 
can help. Access to quality 
academia allows orphans to aspire 
and achieve – and you can be a 
part of their independence and 
accomplishments! 

Back to 
sneak peak

Spread Limitless Excitement with 
Education 
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Join us on social media and share the 
opportunity at bountiful blessings with your 
friends and family. You can host a fundraiser 
on behalf of MWL for orphans and widows, 
and work to bring limitless mercy around the 
world.

Sociable Support 
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CONTACT US
We would love to hear from you. Let us know what you would like to see more of

- your feedback is especially important to us.
Email us at info@mercywithoutlimits.org

Spreading love across the world is a major part 
of our mission, as love inspires mercy, which 
leads to a world where love and mercy would 
encourage everyone to offer a helping hand by 
any means they can.


